Summer cover

Bubbles
Simplicity and performance
Heating power
Pool cover

Limitation of
heat loss

Reduced
evaporation

Strong & thick

Reduced
photosynthesis

Made in France
to order
www.albon.net

Bubbles
Extend your swimming season, save water and
maintenance products.

Classic
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Limits photosynthesis

A unique, patented design of two bubbles
assembled one with the other by a central
section. No sharp edges (thereby eliminating
thinner and weaker areas), and no residual
stress in the material.

eobubble

Due to their opacity, the Blue/Black colour
and Geobubble EnergyGuard™ limit the
formation of algae and help save water
treatment products.

Improves the cover's heat
efficiency

The metallic side on the Blue/Silver colour
makes it possible to increase water heating
using a reverberation effect, while limiting
evaporation.
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Improves the water's heating
capacity
The transparency of the Sun Energy and
Geobubble Sol+Guard™ lets the sun’s rays
pass and limits the need to use a water
heating system.

Combines all the advantages

New EnergyGuard™, the hybrid cover that is
both opaque and transparent, provides good
solar heating, avoids the spread of algae,
keeps in heat and eliminates evaporation.
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Round bubble 12 mm

Standard with 400 or 500 µ.

Geobubble™ 500 µ
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Protects, maintains or increases the water temperature, limits evaporation.

* See our general conditions
of sale:
- 1 year* for 400 µ Eco type
covers.
- 2 degressive years(1) for 400 µ
Solo, Duo, Duolis, Quatro covers
and for 500 µ Eco covers.
- 3 degressive years(2) for 500 µ
covers of the Solo, Duo, Duolis
and Quatro type.
- 3 years(3)for the 500 µ Geobubble™ Blue covers
(except Eco type).
- 6 degressive years(4) for the 500 µ Sol+Guard™,
EnergyGuard™ and New EnergyGuard™ covers of the
Solo, Duo, Duolis and Quatro type.
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SOLO finish :
Economical version
that can be used with
a roller. Border on 1
width + eyelets.

IDENTITY CARD
Fabric Bubble cell polyethylene.
Weight (400 µ) 368 g/m².
Weight (500 µ) 560 g/m².
Treatment Anti-UV.
Assembly Ultrasound welding.
Stitched polyethylene
reinforcement + eyelets
Welded hem every 50 cm on the roller
side** and in each corner
on the opposite side.***
Dimensional
± 1.5%.
stability

DUO finish :
Good quality-price
ratio. Border on 2
widths + eyelets.

DUOLIS finish :
Perfectly smooth finish.
Border on 2 widths +
Selvedge along 2 lengths
+ eyelets.

QUATRO finish :
Luxury finish. Border on
4 widths + eyelets.

50% per year. (2) 33 % per year. (3) 1 full year and
2 degressive years. (4) Proportional to the duration.
(1)

DELIVERED WITH**
• An anti-UV
protective
slipcover,
• 2 ball-ended toggle
cords for slipcover
attachment.

OPTIONS
The roller, the ideal
complement for your
cover.
**Except ECO model. ***Except ECO and SOLO models.
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ECO finish:
The most
economical. Rough
cut finish.

